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Abstract
This quantitative-qualitative analytical research aimed at investigating the effect of integrating project-based
teaching methodology into teaching machine translation on students’ performance. Data was collected from the
graduate students in the College of Languages and Translation, at Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic University,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Quantitative data instruments included a Likert scale questionnaire, students’ exam results,
and students’ assignments. Qualitative data was gathered using two groups, of 20 students each, from the same
research population to explore the effectiveness of project-based teaching methodology. The first group of
participants was taught for one semester using traditional teaching methods that depended on direct instruction
and memorization of information while the second group of participants was involved in creative projects about
various topics on machine translation. Content analysis was conducted to evaluate the participants’ projects. A
comparison of the two groups’ final exam results and assignments was made to provide statistical evidence
regarding the impact of project-based teaching approach on students’ performance. The discussions of this
research include topics on theories and systems of machine translation, the concepts of localization and
hybridization, project-based teaching methodologies, and educational technology. The recommendations
emphasize the importance of adopting brain-based strategies such as project-based techniques in teaching
machine translation, providing professional development programs on using cognitive teaching approaches, and
equipping translation laboratories with most recent technologies. The significance of this research derives from
being a contribution in three specific areas: integrating education research into teaching machine translation to
motivate students to improve their performance; employing educational technology to bridge the gap between
theories and practice of machine translation; providing an implementation of creative teaching in machine
translation through presenting students’ creative projects. The integrative teaching model, which the researcher
presented in this research, is a new approach for solving students’ problems in machine translation.
Keywords: machine translation, project-based teaching, educational technology, creativity
1. Introduction
Machine translation is an automatic translation system that makes use of advanced computational linguistic
analysis to process source documents automatically to create target texts without human intervention (Quah,
2006). Research (Arnold, 2003; Austermuhl, 2001; Bhattacharyya, 2015; Cronin, 2003; Garrison & Anderson,
2003; Hutchins, 2005; O’Hagan & Ashworth, 2002) indicated that modern technologies, used in developing
machine translation, continue to provide new possibilities for machine translation to develop so as to impact
daily professional and social life. With the advancement of technology, the need for machine translation has
increased. For example, the Internet has connected people of different languages and cultures around the world
in such a way as to make machine translation inevitable for translating webpages, and social networks sites.
Moreover, with the spread of personal computers, machine translation is now available for various purposes.
Systems of machine translation serve professional and non-professional translators in various fields in life.
However, while strenuous research efforts have been carried out to develop machine translation systems,
strategies for developing teaching and learning machine translation as an academic discipline are still needed.
Teaching and learning machine translation is an arduous task due to its complex characteristics which require
pedagogic knowledge in various fields including linguistics, translation studies, mathematics, statistics, and
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computational sciences. Because machine translation is a multidisciplinary field, avenues for teaching machine
translation, specifically to students who study it for the first time, need to be explored. Hence, the purpose of this
research was to investigate the effectiveness of using project-based teaching strategies for teaching machine
translation. Project-based methodologies are cognitive teaching tactics that are founded on brain-research.
Project-based teaching strategies can also be integrated into problem, and inquiry-based techniques, and since
the three approaches are closely connected with information processing learning theories, they can be
implemented in machine translation classroom.
Therefore, this quantitative–qualitative research targeted the problems of teaching and learning machine
translation. Evidence from the academic records of the graduate students at the College of Languages and
Translation at Imam Mohammed Bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia indicated that students’
scores were low. Students complained that they were studying machine translation for the first time because their
undergraduate academic plan did not include any courses in machine translation. Students reported that the
challenges which they encountered included not only difficulties in understanding the theories of machine
translation, but also machine translation practices. Students also complained that lack of lab equipment hindered
their learning. Evidence from students’ assignments and final exam records pointed to students’ low performance.
Additional evidence from previous research (Duch, Groh, & Allen, 2001; Gredler, 2005; Schunk, 2011; Williams,
2006) indicated that teaching methodologies affected students’ performance, competence, and skills.
Hence, the purpose of this quantitative- qualitative research was to investigate the impact of integrating
project-based teaching methodology into teaching machine translation on students’ performance. Data was
collected from the graduate students at the College of Languages and Translation , Imam Mohammed bin Saud
Islamic University, to identify students’ problems, and provide empirical evidence regarding the relationships
between project-based teaching strategies and students’ performance in machine translation. Research (Duch,
Groh, & Allen, 2001; Gulpinar, 2005; Sharan & Bierema, 2013; Schunk, 2011) indicated that project-based
teaching is founded on brain-research which affected students’ motivation, competence, and performance. This
research data was analyzed employing the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). In addition,
content analysis was used to analyze the qualitative data. The data analysis report provided solutions to the
research problems to help students improve their performance in machine translation.
Furthermore, the importance of this research stems from being a contribution in the field of teaching machine
translation to graduate students at higher education as it is one of the first studies to integrate project-based
teaching methodology to bridge the gap between theories and practices of machine translation in order to help
students foster their motivation, and improve their performance. The significance of this research also derives
from being a contribution in three specific areas: integrating education research into teaching machine translation
to motivate students to improving their performance; employing educational technology to bridge the gap
between theories and practice of machine translation; providing an implementation of creative teaching in
machine translation through presenting students’ creative projects. In addition, the researcher’s integrative
teaching model, presented in this research, is a new approach for solving students’ problems in machine
translation.
1.1 Research Qestions
The current research study aimed at investigating the problems of teaching machine translation at higher
education, and the he purpose of this research was to examine the determinants of the integration of
project-based strategies into instruction. To examine the specific variables that could best predict the process of
this integration and its impact on students’ performance, the following three questions guided the research study:
1)

What are the impacts of project-based teaching methodology on students’ performance in machine
translation?

2)

What is the statistical relationship between project-based teaching strategies and students’ grades in
machine translation?

3)

What is the relationship between educational technology and students’ creativity in machine translation?

1.2 Assumptions and Hypotheses
This quantitative- qualitative, analytical research was based on the assumption that project-based teaching
methodologies, which are based on the learning theories of brain-research, would affect students’ performance in
machine translation. Bridging the gap between machine translation theories and practice through involving
students in creative projects would help to enhance students’ motivation , competence, and performance.
Integrating the project-based teaching approach into teaching machine translation would stimulate students’
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creative abilities to carry out machine translation projects that would help students understand the concepts and
practce of machine translation. Another assumption is that using educational technology tools would facilitaeate
students’ hybrid learning. Based on these assumptions, the research hypothesis states that there is a statistical
relationship between project-based teaching methodology and students’ performance in machine translation. The
null hypothesis is that there is no statistical relationship between project-based teaching methodology and
students’ performance in machine translation.
1.3 Definitions of Terms
This research includes a number of technical terms that are used specifically in the areas of machine translation
and education. The following are the definitions of such terms:
Alignment: is the process of binding a source-language segment to its corresponding target-language segment for
creating a new translation memory database or to add to an existing one (Quah, 2006).
Computer-Aided Translation (CAT): machine translation that is used in localization (i.e. customization)
industries (Hutchins & Somers, 1992).
Educational technology: refers to the use of technological tools in learning, including machines, networking, and
media (Richey, 2008).
Example-based MT: this method relies on a bilingual database of example phrases derived from a large corpus of
texts and their translations (Sumita & Imamura, 2002).
Filter: is a feature that converts a source language text from one format into another to give the translator the
flexibility to work with texts of different formats; hence a translation-friendly format contains only a written text
without any accompanying graphics. In order to obtain such a format, an import filter separates a text from its
formatting code (Esselink, 2000).
Fully Automatic High-quality Machine Translation (FAHQMT): MT performed without any intervention of a
human being during the process of translation (Bar-Hillel, 1960, 2003).
Fuzzy Matching: occurs when an old and a new source-language segment are similar but not exactly identical
due to differences of language usages (Esselink, 1998).
Human-Aided Machine Translation (HAMT): A system wherein the computer is responsible for producing the
translation with the interaction of human monitoring at many stages during the process of translation (Hutchins
& Somers, 1992).
Hybrid Machine Translation (HMT): is based on using statistical and rule-based translation methodologies
(Hutchins & Somers, 1992).
Machine translation (MT): An automatic translation system with no human intervention that makes use of an
advanced computational linguistic analysis to process source documents and automatically create target texts
(Quah, 2006).
Machine-Aided Translation MAT: is used by software community, which develops machine tools in order to
perform the tasks of translation (Hutchins & Somers, 1992).
Machine-Aided Human Translation (MAHT): refers to the act of translation as cooperation between the human
translator and the machine. The focus of machine-aided human translation is on the human translator who uses a
number of tools such as a grammar checker, which examines the grammatical errors that appear because they do
not conform to the pre-determined set of grammatical rules stored for a particular language (Hutchins & Somers,
1992).
Machine-aided Translation (MAT): The use of computer programs by translators to help them during the
translation process (Hutchins & Somers, 1992).
Perfect Matching: is the exact match which occurs when a new source language segment is completely identical
to the old segment found in the database , including inflections, spelling, punctuation (Austermuhl, 2001).
Project-based teaching methodologies: are cognitive teaching strategies that are founded on brain-research, and
are connected with various learning theories such as information processing, inquiry-based, problem-based,
constructivism, connectivism, and cognitive apprenticeship, among others (Schunk, 2011).
Segmentation: is the process of breaking a text up into units consisting of a word or a string of words that is
linguistically acceptable; and this process is needed in order for a translation memory to perform the process of
fuzzy and perfect matching (Quah, 2006).
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Translation Memory (TM): is a multilingual text archive containing (segmented, aligned, parsed and classified)
multilingual texts, allowing storage and retrieval of multilingual text segments against various search conditions
(EAGLES, 1996).
Terminology Management Systems: refers to a systematic arrangement of concepts within a special language,
and since this system is based on concepts not terms; therefore it is systematic not alphabetical (Bononnon,
2000).
Workbench/Workstation: is a single integrated system that is made up of a number of translation tools and
resources such as electronic dictionaries terminology databases, a translation memory, an alignment tool, a tag
filter, a terminology management system, and spelling and grammar-checkers (Quah, 2006).
1.4 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework of this research is based on linking the theories of MT translation to learning theories
of cognition. MT does not depend on a single linguistic theory because the majority of MT systems are
amalgams of different approaches and models (Hutchins, 2005). The current research focused on examining two
approaches of MT theories, namely, the linguistic/translation, and the computational perspectives. The linguistic
theories adopted in MT deal with different systems of MT analysis. Theories of Chomsky’s (1957, 1965)
transformational and generative grammar, Jakobson’s (1959, 2000) functions of the language, Halliday’s (1985)
systematic functional grammar, and Nida’s (1964, 1974) translation theory dichotomy of oppositions, Catford’s
(1965) contrastive analysis, and Newmark’s (1988, 1998) semantic-communicative translation theory, were used
in the first MT systems. The linguistic analysis depends on either word-for-word transfer, which is the
replacement of one word in the source text with another word in the target text, or sense-for-sense transfer, which
is preserving the meaning of the source text rather than precise wording. Reiss and Vermeer’s (1984), and
Vermeer’s (1996) Skopos theory, which focused on the purpose of translation, allowing source language texts to
be translated into a number of different target texts, were also applied. Lederer’s (1994, 2003) interpretive model,
and Manttari’s (cited in Munday, 2009) translational action, when translation is performed by the information
implied in the source text, has impacted the development of machine translation. In this regard, Baker (1999)
argued that the corpus-based approach of the language of translation was useful for understanding the purposes
of translation and its complex process. Hence, linguistic theories adopt either a formal approach, which
represents the formalism school of grammar, when emphasis is put on the description of morphological and
syntactic structures, or a functional approach, which characterizes the pragmatic school of language, when
language is viewed as a form of social interaction.
Based on linguistic/translation theories, Hutchins and Somers (1992) divide MT system analysis into three
different approaches, including: direct, transfer-based, and interlingua. The direct approach uses lexical analysis
for direct translation in which each word in the source language is translated directly to its equivalent in the
target language without any intermediate phases in the translation process. The transfer based-system uses
syntactic and semantic analysis of the source language to transfer the meaning when the translation is achieved
through three phases: converting source language texts into an intermediate representation, known as the parse
trees; converting the intermediate representations into equivalent ones in the target language; then generating the
final target language tex. The interlingua approach depends on converting the source texts into representations
common to more than one language, and translation is accomplished in two stages: from source language to the
interlingua and from the interlingua to target languages (Hutchins, 2005). Nida provided the basic approach for
an applicable translation process that was employed in machine translation, known as rule-based MT. Rule-based
MT systems made use of three phases of the translation process introduced by Nida , namely, analysis, transfer,
and restructure. Whatever the difficulty in the translation process is, procedures must aim at the essence of the
message and faithfulness to the meaning of the source language text being transferred to the target language text.
According to Nida and Taber (1974), the process of translation consists of reproducing the target language texts
to the nearest possible equivalent in the target languages, converting the semantic aspect, in the first place, then
the stylistic aspect. Therefore, the early MT systems used large bilingual dictionaries and coded rules when
generative linguistics and transformational grammar were applied to improve the quality of translations.
In this respect, Bennett (2003) confirmed that incorporating linguistic approaches when building MT
architectures was necessary to produce effective systems that could be operated at acceptable speed on any
standard computer. Holmes (1988, 2000) proposed a conceptual schema of MT approaches, which depended on
translation theories. Holmes classified the translation theories and studies to be incorporated into MT into two
main branches, namely, Pure Translation Studies, and Applied Translation Studies. The Pure Translation Studies
branch includes levels and sub-branches of descriptive translation theories while the Applied Translation Studies
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branch consists of four sub-branches, which include: policy, aids, and translation evaluation and criticism.
Holmes explained MT theory in terms of the stages that are carried out in the automation of translation, which
include: pre-editing of the source text; the input, which is the processing stage; the output, which is the product
after being processed; and the post-editing of the target text. Quah (2006) noted that Holmes’ schema is “flexible
enough to allow changes and developments to occur when technology is involved in both the Pure and Applied
Branches” (p. 37).
The second approach of MT theories is computational. The development of controlled Language in 1932 when
simplified English was introduced by Charles Ogden via the publication of BASIC (British American Scientific
International, Commercial) contributed in developing new MT systems. BASIC aims at using the type of English
which is appropriate for science and commerce. In the 1970s, the Caterpillar Fundamental English (CFE) was
introduced for commercial use by the Caterpillar Tractor Company. In the 1990s, Caterpillar Technical English
(CTE) was developed by Caterpillar. The characteristics of CTE include standardization of English terminology,
and comprehension of native and non-native English documents, which facilitated translation into other
languages. The computational concepts motivated researchers to develop MT computational architectures which
include several systems such as rule- based (RBMT), statistical (SMT), example- based (EBMT), and hybrid.
The rule- based machine translation (RBMT) uses linguistic theories which emphasize rules such as lexical
transfer, morphology, and syntactic analysis to convert the meaning from one language into another. The
translation process in RBMT relies on analyzing the input text morphologically, syntactically and semantically to
generate the output text via structural conversions. However, the statistical MT system (SMT) “is characterized
by the use of machine learning methods” (Lopez, 2008, p.2), which means that SMT has a learning algorithm
that is applied to a large body of previously translated texts, known as parallel corpus. SMT is based on
probability by identifying patterns in texts translated by human translators, then selecting the highest probable
translation. The example-based approach (EBMT) collects a bilingual corpus of translation pairs and uses the
best match algorithm to find the closest example to the source phrase or sentence. The hybrid MT system
combines the transfer approach with either SMT approach or the EBMT approach. Hence, the hybrid MT system
deals with the full range of language phenomena, complexities of terminology and structure, misspellings, and
ungrammatical sentences.
The other group of theories that constitutes the theoretical base of the current research encompasses the cognitive
learning theories upon which the project-based learning/teaching strategies are designed. According to Schunk
(2011), project-based teaching methodologies are founded on brain-research, and connected with various
learning theories such as cognitive apprenticeship, information processing, inquiry-based, problem-based,
designed-based, and constructivism. Research (Angelone & Shreve, 2010; Clark & Paivio, 1991; Deceased &
Shermis, 2003; Jonassen, et.al, 2003; Illeris, 2009; Sharan & Bierema, 2013) indicated that cognitive learning
theories impact students’ intrinsic motivation and active learning. Therefore, the current research focused on
integrating project-based methodologies into teaching MT to motivate students to understand translation theories,
and to provide multiple learning opportunities to put such theories into practice.
2. Literature Review
The discussions in the literature review include topics on the development of machine translation, the systems of
machine translation, the concept of hybridization and quality of translation, project-based teaching methodology,
and educational technology. An evaluation of the use of machine translation in the real world is also provided.
2.1 The Development of Machine Translation
According to Wilks (2009), the period from 1400s to 1600s was the discovery era which necessitated enhancing
communication among speakers of different language. In the 17th century, Leibniz and Descartes proposed their
research on codes to relate words between languages. In the 1930s, Georges Artsrouni developed an automatic
bilingual dictionary. In 1949, Warren Weaver presented his Translation Memorandum, which was the first
proposal on computer-based machine translation. Weaver was influenced by McCulloch and Pitts’ (1943) theory
on mathematical modeling of the neural structure of the human brain when he proposed the applicability of
cryptographic methods. The concept of cryptography is related to Claude Shannon’s information theory.
Shannon’s theory is concerned with the basic statistical properties of communication. The most significant
outcome of the Weaver’s Translation Memorandum’ was the decision in 1951 at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to appoint the logician Bar-Hillel to research the use of mathematical formulae in machine
translation.
In 1950s, the researchers at Georgetown University experimented with a fully automatic translation of more than
sixty Russian sentences into English. Bar-Hillel (1953), argued that MT systems did not operate effectively
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because the focus was on translating words rather than the meanings of the texts, and that FAHQMT should not
be the goal of machine translation researchers. The actual progress of MT applications began with the Automatic
Language Processing Advisory Committee’s (ALPAC, 1966) report, which contained an evaluation of ten years
of research, pointing to the feasibility of high-quality machine translation. The first MT research in the 1960 and
1970s depended on linguistic theories of translation, and the research was conducted using empirical
trial-and-error methods, adopting statistical analysis of grammatical and lexical regularities among different
languages. Thus, the first MT generation applied word-for-word translation method, translating only 250 words,
six grammar rules and 49 sentences. However, US government funded large-scale projects to develop MT
systems.
The second MT generation systems (from mid-1960s until 1980s) used a large lexicon and a small syntax. The
number of MT installed systems increased, including mainframe technology, SYSTRAN, LOGOS, ARIANE-G5,
METAL, and METEO. The ALPS (Automatic Language Processing System) was developed, using multilingual
terminological data manipulation systems. SYSTRAN was widely used, and the METEO system was in
operation in Canada from 1982 to 2001. Pan American Health Organization built two mainframe systems: from
Spanish into English (SPANAM); and from English into Spanish (ENGSPAN). According to Guerra (2000, p.
74), these systems were successful for translating conference documents, scientific papers, training materials and
technical brief reports. Gouadec (2007) noted that the spread of the Internet activities and the increase of
personal computers changed communication practices beyond paper files to enhance the use of electronic emails,
word processing, translation memory tools, and terminology management systems. Thus, the progress that MT
made resulted in increasing the number of professional and non-professional translators, and localizations.
Moreover, the advent of the millennium witnessed the invention of new technologies, and the birth of the third
generation with focus on statistical, example-based MT, corpus-based, and hybrid systems. MT was used for
interpretation, speech translation, speech recognition, and speech translation for deaf people. Many projects such
as TC-STAR, in Europe, and STR-DUST and US-DARPA-GALE, in the United States, focused on automatically
translating political speeches and broadcast news whereas the French –German project QUAERO examined the
application of machine translations for a multi-lingual Internet to translate webpages, audio and videos files.
Thus, the development of MT has played an important role in enhancing media interactions, and cross culture
communication. While MT researchers and engineers have not developed a perfect fully automatic high quality
translation (FAHQT), yet, there are many systems which provide advanced machine translation services.
2.2 Systems of Machine Translation
MT systems are based on translation memory systems. According to EAGLES (1996), translation memory is a
multilingual text archive which contains segmented, aligned, parsed and classified multilingual texts, and it
allows the storage and the retrieval of multilingual text segments against various search conditions.
Segmentation is the process of breaking a text up into units consisting of a word or a string of words that is
linguistically acceptable; and this process is needed for the translation memory to perform fuzzy or perfect
matching processing. Alignment is the process of binding a source-language segment to its corresponding
target-language segment for creating a new translation memory database or to add to an existing one. According
to Bononno (2000), terminology management system is a systematic arrangement of concepts within a special
language, and since this system is based on concepts not terms; therefore it is not alphabetical. In such a system,
each concept has a label, called a term which is a single word or a string of words used to represent it into the
language of the specialized field.
According to Hutchins (2000), a machine translation system can be classified as operating on one of three levels:
basic, standard, or advanced, depending on the size of the dictionaries and the syntactic analysis used. The basic
level contains less than 50,000 entries in its largest dictionary, with restricted dictionary expansion, and restricted
to single-clause translations, therefore, it is suitable for home use. The standard level has more than 50,000
entries in its largest dictionary, allowing dictionary expansion, and permitting more than single-clause
translations; and it is suitable for home and office. The advanced level has more than 75,000 entries in its
smallest dictionary, and it allows dictionary expansion, and is capable of more than single-clause translations;
hence, it is suitable for offices with network facilities.
MT systems include linguistic and computational architectures. The linguistic architecture consists of the direct
approach, the transfer-based approach, and the interlingua approach. The computational architecture includes the
rule-based approach, the corpus-based approach, and the hybrid approach. Quah (2006) observed that the
rule-based system is deductive because it is based on linguistic rules built in the system by the designers. The
corpus-based system is inductive because the rules are derived from the translation examples and modification
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can be made by adding new translation examples. Furthermore, in new MT systems, workbench or workstation
systems were developed as a single integrated system which is made up of a number of translation tools and
resources such as a translation memory, an alignment tool, a tag filter, electronic dictionaries terminology
databases, a terminology management system and spelling and grammar-checkers. The database model has a
component that stores all previously translated material in one database. In the reference model, the translation
database is empty until relevant source and target-language texts are loaded into it. The new MT systems also
have a concordancer, which is an electronic tool used in language learning, literary analysis, corpus linguistics,
terminography and lexicography. The concordancer allows the user to select a phrase and displays the uses of
that word or phrase in a selected corpus in order to show where and how often it occurs, and in what linguistic
contexts it appears. Localization tools have also been added to the new systems. Localization covers three issues:
language, culture, and technicalities. The localization process involves three stages: the project, the preparation,
and the translation with quality assurance.
2.3 The Concept of Hybridization and Quality of Translation Technology
Hybridization refers to the strategies of combining two or more MT systems together to improve the translation
process. For example, Costa-jussà and Fonollosa (2015) argued that a hybrid system could incorporate
corpus-based rules or combine various corpus-based approaches. This combination can be effected in two main
ways: using rules at pre/post-processing, or integrating dictionaries/rules into the core model. The applications of
MT with hybrid components include retrieval of cross-lingual information, computer-aided translation, and
speech translation.
In this respect, Hunsicker, Yu, and Federmann (2012) introduced the substitution-based, hybrid MT system after
examining a number of MT systems, including the Open Source Machine Translation System Combination
(Barrault. 2010), Lucy RBMT system, as described in Hunsicker, Yu, and Federmann (2012), Moses, Open
Source Toolkit for Statistical Machine Translation (Koehn et al., 2007), and Joshua, Open Source Toolkit for
Parsing-Based Machine Translation (Li et al., 2009). Hunsicker, Yu, and Federmann argued that while statistical
MT (SMT) systems suffered from a lack of grammatical structure, resulting in ungrammatical sentences, RBMT
systems had problems with a lack of lexical coverage. Hybrid architectures intend to combine the advantages of
the individual paradigms to achieve an overall better translation. Federmann et al. (2010) and Federmann and
Hunsicker (2011) believed that using a substitution based approach could improve the translation quality of a
baseline RBMT system. Therefore, the output of an RBMT engine serves as the translation backbone. In other
words, Hunsicker, Yu, and Federmann’s proposal of the hybrid system architecture combines translation output
from the Lucy RBMT system (Alonso & Thurmair, 2003); the Linguatec RBMT system (Aleksic &Thurmair,
2011); Moses (Koehn et al., 2007); and Joshua (Li et al., 2009).
2.4 Project Based Teaching Methodology
According to Schunk (2011), project-based techniques are connected with cognitive learning theories that require
a shift in learning objectives so as to stress higher order thinking skills and performance-based assessments.
Cognitive learning theories emphasize that instruction should be as meaningful as possible to the learner, and
that information should be introduced in an authentic context, and in collaborative interactions. Research (Duch,
Groh, & Allen, 2001; Gredler, 2005) indicated that project-based teaching, which is based on brain research, can
stimulate learners’ cognitive abilities and help students improve their performance. Project-based teaching
approach is founded on inquiry-based learning, emphasizing questioning and critical thinking. Project-based
teaching techniques urge students to determine their own learning goals, expectations, and achievement
standards. Learning, thus, becomes experiential, meaningful, and valuable. In this light, Dewey (1916) defined
education as “reorganization and reconstruction of experience which adds to the meaning of experience, and
which increases the ability to direct the course of subsequent experience” (p. 76).
Hence, the primary difference between project-based teaching strategies and traditional teaching methods is that
the traditional approach is basically teacher-centered, which depends on direct instruction to explain, or describe
knowledge in a sequential order whereas the project-based method is student-centered, which implements
collaborative activities to analyze, criticize, evaluate, and create new knowledge in a non-linear way.
Furthermore, project-based teaching approach can be integrated into problem and inquiry-based techniques
because the three approaches are related to the information processing strategies, which can be applied through
using technology as a learning tool. Using technology creates open-ended learning opportunities for students.
Watson (2005) argued that project-based learning focuses on developing creativity whereas problem-based
learning relies on the process of solving problems. Some of the benefits of project-based techniques include the
enhancement of cooperative learning, and critical and creative thinking.
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2.5 Educational Technology
Research (Beldarrain, 2006; Dudeney & Hockly, 2007; Ellison & Wu, 2008; Glass & Spiegelman, 2007; Juniu,
2006) indicated that the application of educational technology such as Web 2.0 and Web 3.0 changed teaching
and learning significantly. Using educational technology in conjunction with machine translation is of utmost
importance in implementing a project-based methodology as students can use various technological tools to
carry out their projects. For example, multimedia packages, such as video applications, can be used by teamwork
for sharing information. Film making engages students in the processes of exploration, construction, and
reflection on a subject while the finished film is the visualization of the process of learning. Juniu argued that
educational technology facilitated “alternative pedagogical models of guided and reflective inquiry through
extended projects that generate complex products and results in the assimilation of information” (p.71).
Incorporating technology into project-based strategies can increase motivation. Technology can foster the
inquisitive process that students need to become inventors and innovators. Moreover, Zhang (2010) asserted that
using computers, and multimedia-network technology helped in changing the lecture-based teaching process into
interactive models of involving students in active learning. The Internet has become a pedagogical approach to
stimulate inquiry-based learning when students formulate investigative questions, analyze information, and
construct new knowledge.
3. Research Method
3.1 Participant Characteristics
This quantitative-qualitative, analytical research aimed at examining the impact of integrating a project-based
problem into teaching machine translation on students’ performance. The participants were selected from the
graduate students who studied machine translation for the first time, at the College of Languages and Translation
at Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The sample contained 100 participants,
who voluntarily agreed to complete the research questionnaire. However, cultural constraints affected the scope
of this research since the research sample was selected from only feamle graduate students. The participants’ age
profile ranged between 21-25 with the percentage of 74% , and 19-20 with the percentage of 26%. The
participants’ social status indicated that 74% were married , and 26% were single. Regarding the participants’
language profiles, and based on their GPA, the percentage of students with advanced language level reached 85%.
The advanced level refers to language scores between 85-99 out of 100. The intermediate language level reached
71%. The intermediate level points to language scores between 70-84 out of 100. Furthermore, qualitative data
was gathered using two groups, of 20 students each, from the same research population, to explore the
effectiveness of project-based teaching methodology.
3.2 Measures
A 5-point Likert- scale questionnaire, ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree was used to collect this
research quantitative data. The first part of the questionnaire provided the participants’ demographic information.
The second part of the questionnaire included 29 items regarding the problems of machine translation and the
integration process of project-based strategies into teaching methodologies. Qualitative data was gathered using
two groups, of 20 students each, from the same research population to explore the effectiveness of project-based
teaching methodology. The first group of participants was taught for one semester using traditional teaching
methods that depended on direct instruction and memorization of information while the second group of
participants was involved in creative projects about various topics on machine translation. Quantitative data was
coded and analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) while qualitative data was
coded and analyzed using and Nvivo 9 software. The questionnaire reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s
alpha. Table 1 displays the results.
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Table 1. D
Descriptive stattistics of data ppredictors and reliabilities
Questionn

Cronbaach’s Alpha

Question

Cronbachh’s Alpha

Question

Cronbach’s Alpha

Q01

.995

Q11

.995

Q21

.995

Q02

.995

Q12

.995

Q22

.995

Q03

.995

Q13

.995

Q23

.995

Q04

.995

Q14

.995

Q24

.995

Q05

.995

Q15

.995

Q25

.995

Q06

.995

Q16

.995

Q26

.995

Q07

.995

Q17

.995

Q27

.995

Q08

.995

Q18

.995

Q28

.995

Q09

.995

Q19

.995

Q29

.995

Q10

.995

Q20

.995

As shown in Table 1, thhe results are w
within the acceeptable limit reeflecting that tthe questionnaaire is reliable. The
overall Croonbach’s Alphha is 0.995.
3.3 Proceddures
Before appplying the inntegration proccess of projecct-based strateegies into teaaching machinne translation, this
research pparticipants ressponded to thee questionnairee questions to identify and ddocument the sstudents’ probllems.
Students’ eexam results and
a assignmennts were also aanalyzed statisttically. The second step wass using two gro
oups,
of 20 stuudents each, from
f
the sam
me population of the preseent research tto explore thhe effectivenesss of
project-based teaching methodology.
m
T
The first groupp of participantts was taught ffor one semestter using tradittional
teaching m
methods that deepended on dirrect instructionn and memorizzation of inform
mation while tthe second grou
up of
participantts was involveed in creative projects abouut various topics on machinee translation. T
The third step
p was
conductingg content anallysis to evaluaate the particippants’ projects. A comparisoon of the two groups’ final exam
e
results andd assignments was made to pprovide statisttical evidence rregarding the impact of projject-based teac
ching
approach oon students’ peerformance.
Regardingg the projects apparatus proocedures, the ffirst proceduree was to creatte the particippant’s profiles. The
profiles opperated like a database
d
for thhe whole project of this reseaarch. The profi
files were desiggned to record each
participantt’s cognitive and affectivve abilities, iincluding perfformance levvel, motivation, learning style,
s
competencce, technologyy skills, and coollaborative skkills to determ
mine how the projects woulld be designed
d and
implementted. The seconnd procedure was creating a workstationn in the lab. F
Figure 1 show
ws an image of the
workstatioon.

Figure 1. Parrticipants’ Workkstation
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As shown in Figure 1, the
t workstatioon is designedd so that studeents learn the cconcept of MT
T workstation as it
exists in rreal life. The third procedurre was dividinng the particippants into smaaller groups of 2, 3, 4, 5, and
a 6
students. T
The fourth proocedure was diiscussing the cconcept of prooject-based leaarning/teachingg methodology
y, the
project’s rrequirements, and
a technological tools suchh as Web 2.0, Web 3.0, and Web 4.0, team
mwork charterr, and
the projectt’s evaluation rubric. For exxample, some pparticipants ussed Web 2.0 oonline collaborration tools suc
ch as
YouTube, VoiceThread, MovieMaker, Xtranormal, D
Diigo, Prezi, annd Podcast, am
mong others.
3.4 Data A
Analysis
The correllations among the items of thhe questionnaiire were calcullated and founnd to be signifiicant at the lev
vel of
0.01. The results were within
w
the acceeptable limit, as the overall Cronbach’s A
Alpha was 0.9995. To validate H1,
there is a statistical rellationship betw
tween project-based teachinng methodologgy and students’ performanc
ce in
machine tr
translation, thee researcher uused the indeppendent sample t-test to expplore if there was any statisstical
significantt difference beetween the tw
wo groups. Thee results show
wed a statisticaal significant ddifference betw
ween
group A annd group B att the level of 00.1 as the 2-taailed significannce was less thhan 0.1 and thhe t values of items
i
exceeded tthat of df (99) which was 2.66264. Thus, thhe null hypotheesis, there is no statistical reelationship between
project-baased teaching methodology
m
and students’ peerformance in machine transslation is rejeccted.
4. Results
Data analyysis results include the follow
wing two reporrts:
4.1 Resultss of Quantitatiive Data Analyysis
Data analyysis revealed that the questtionnaire had a 91% return rate. The maajority of the rrespondents (8
88%)
strongly aagreed that teeaching methoods affected their’ perform
mance negativvely, 80% strrongly agreed that
classroom learning actiivities aggravaated their prooblems, 78% agreed that tteaching methhods affected their
motivationn, and 76% strrongly agreedd that lack of llab equipmentt prevented theem from puttinng MT theory
y into
practice. D
Data analysis also
a revealed thhat the percenttage of particippants who hadd problems withh MT reached 76%
which reflected their low
w performancee. Only 22% off the participannts were perfoorming within tthe advanced level.
l
The resultss of students’ skills
s
in using technology aree displayed in Figure 2.

Fiigure 2. Particiipants’ Technology Skills
Figure 2 sshows that the participants’ hhighest skills are the Interneet, reaching 833% while the percentage of their
skills in ussing mobile phhones is 80%,, and the perceentage of theirr skills in usinng electronic ddictionaries is 81%.
The percenntage of the paarticipants’ com
mputers skills reached 79% whereas the ppercentage of ttheir skills in using
u
multimedia is only 62%
%. Furthermoore, data analyysis revealed the frequencyy of students’ responses to
o the
questionnaaire items regaarding the probblems that hinndered them frrom achieving high grades. F
Figure 2 show
ws the
results.
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Figure 3. Participants’ MT pproblems
ms indicating that 88% of the participaants had prob
blems
Figure 3 displays the participants’ MT problem
understandding the theoriies and the connceptual basess of MT, and 887% of the parrticipants had problems applying
theories innto practice. Thhe percentage of participantss who had probblems with unnderstanding M
MT systems rea
ached
83% whilee 84% did not understand thee MT softwaree features, andd 68% did not kknow the impaact of MT data
abase
on translattion quality. Thhese results reevealed that the participants’’ primary problem was inabiility to perceiv
ve the
relationshiip between traanslation, linguuistics, compuutational sciencce, and MT. S
Students did noot understand their
roles as innterveners to prre-edit and posst-edit the sourrce and target texts. Such results also refleected students’’ lack
of understtanding of the analytical andd evaluative taasks involved in MT. Furtheermore, data annalysis showed the
cumulativee percentage of
o participantss’ understandinng of the relaationship betw
ween gaining eexperience thrrough
practice annd the level off translation perrformance. Tabble 2 displays the results.
Table 2 . P
Participants’ peerception of the relationship between MT ttheory and pracctice

Valid

Missing
Total

Frequenncy

Perccent

Valid P
Percent

Cumulative P
Percent

Never

3

3.0

3.1

3.1

Rarely

3

3.0

3.1

6.1

Sometimes

27

27.0

27.6

33.7

Frequently

27

27.0

27.6

61.2

Always

38

38.0

38.8

100.0

Total

98

98.0

100.0

9

2

2.0

100

100.0

MT practice on their
As displayyed in Table 2, only 38% off the participannts were alwayys aware of thee impact of M
performannce while 27%
% of the partiicipants were frequently aw
ware of such a relationshipp. The cumullative
percentagee of participannts who were sometimes awaare of the effecct of MT practiice on their peerformance rea
ached
33.7%. Suuch results shoowed that studdents did not uuse MT to ideentify and solvve translation problems. Tab
ble 3
shows the results.
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Table 3. Frequency of identifying and solving MT problems

Valid

Missing
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Never

3

3.0

3.1

3.1

Rarely

12

12.0

12.2

15.3

Sometimes

44

44.0

44.9

60.2

Frequently

26

26.0

26.5

86.7

Always

13

13.0

13.3

100.0

Total

98

98.0

100.0

9

2

2.0

100

100.0

Table 3 shows that only 13 % of the participants always identified and solved MT problems when they were
involved in translating various texts while 26% frequently identified and solved MT problems. The frequency
tables revealed students’ problems in studying MT, which were clearly due to a gap between theory and practice.
Moreover, the researcher calculated the internal consistency of the questionnaire, and results indicated that all
the statements in the questionnaire were statistically significant at the level of 0.01, as they all exceeded the level
of 0.8, reflecting their consistency.
4.2 Qualitative Data Analysis: Students’ Creative Projects
The project topics focused on MT concepts and their applications, which included workstation , workflow, MT
systems and architectures, database model, database –reference model, coding, encoding, direct system,
rule-based MT, corpus-based MT, hybrid MT, translation memory systems, terminology management systems,
segmentation, filter, alignment, concordances, localization tools, among others.
A rubric was created to assess the projects. The evaluation rubric included 5 categories: project content, language
level, application of theories, technology level, and translation skills. Each category carried 20 points in the
rubric scale. The scores from 95-100 refer to the high advanced level A+. The scores from 90-94 refer to low
advanced level A. The scores from 85-89 refer to the high intermediate level B+ while the scores from 80-84
refer to B, which is low intermediate. The scores from 75-79 refer to C which is the average level while the
scores from 70-74 refer to below average level C-. The scores from 65-69 are the weak level whereas the scores
from 60-64 refer to passing unsatisfactorily. The scores below 60 refer to a very weak performance that requires
repeating the experience of project-based environment.
Table 4. The emergent themes for integrating project-based strategies into teaching MT
Emergent Themes
Number of Participants
Integration of Project-based into MT is Effective

97

Project-based Methodologies Facilitate Learning

95

Project-based Strategies Enhance students’ Motivation

98

Integration of Project-based strategies into MT Fosters Creative Thinking

92

Incorporation of Project-based strategies into MT Enhances Critical Thinking

89

Project-based Teaching Engages Students in the Assessment Process

86

Integration of Project-based strategies into MT Strengthens Active Learning

90

Integration of Project-based strategies into MT Enhances Independent Learning

87

Project-based Methodologies Narrow the Gap between MT Theory and Practice

94

Table 4 shows that nine themes emerged from the analyses of the qualitative data, which include project-based
strategies enhance students’ motivation ( 98 out of 100 participants), project-based methodologies facilitate
learning (95 out of 100 participants), project-based methodologies narrow the gap between MT theory and
practice ( 94 out of 100 participants), the integration of project-based methodologies into MT fosters creative
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thinking (992 of 100 partiicipants), the iintegration of pproject-based into MT strenggthens active llearning ( 90 out
o of
100 particcipants), the incorporation of project-baased into MT
T enhances crritical thinkingg (89 out off 100
participantts), the integraation of projecct-based methoodologies into MT strengtheens independennt learning (87
7 out
of 100 paarticipants ), project-based teaching enggages studentss in the assesssment processs (86 out off 100
participantts). The num
mber of particcipants who confirmed thhe effectiveness of integraating project-b
based
methodoloogies into MT reached 97 ouut of 100 partiicipants. Such results indicaate that teacherrs need to integrate
project-based teaching methodologies into teachinng machine trranslation. Som
me samples oof the particip
pants’
projects annd the content analysis reporrt on each onee are presentedd herein (see reeferences for pprojects web liinks).
Figure 4 rrepresents a snnapshot of thee first project oon automatic bbookmarking and web transslation (Projec
ct #1,
Video file,, 2015).

marking and weeb translation
Figuure 4. Project # 1: MT for auttomatic bookm
i project # 1,, students focuused on using online bilinguual and multiliingual dictiona
aries,
As shown in Figure 4, in
pants
and thesauuruses to bookkmark and traanslate automaatically importtant informatioon on the webb. The particip
used the color palette tool to highliight the inforrmation that w
web users maay need to revview at any time.
Bookmarkking, looking up
u difficult woords, highlightiing informatioon using differeent colors, all were done through
MT autom
matic systems. This project w
was completedd by collaboratting with an eexpert in inform
mation techno
ology.
Therefore,, students werre involved inn new learninng opportunitiies that helpeed them to unnderstand mac
chine
translationn as a multidisccipline subjectt. Figure 5 show
ws a snapshot of project # 2 (Project #2, V
Video file, 2015
5).

Figgure 5. Projectt # 2: improvinng omega T
Figure 5 ddisplays projecct # 2 which w
was oriented towards OmegaT. This projecct aimed at helping students learn
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about the functions of teerminology m
management syystems in practtice, the charaacteristics of trranslation mem
mory,
and MT teerminology conncepts. In this project, the paarticipants dow
wnloaded OmeegaT, and practticed maintain
ning a
database, establishing terminological
t
resources for dictionaries and glossariees, and manippulate termino
ology
resources. MT corpus systems
s
were aalso discussedd. The particippants experiennced using onlline corpus. In
n this
project, thhe participants provided som
me suggestions to improve O
OmegaT by inccluding the Arrabic online co
orpus
from the oofficial websitee of Arabicorppus (2015). Addding such online corpus cann be helpful ass it can operate
e as a
monolinguual concordanccer to allow ussers select a phhrase and displlay the uses off that word or pphrase in a sele
ected
corpus. Thhe Arabic online corpus cann also help in uusing the correect terminologgy. Because Om
megaT is writtten in
Java, studdents discussedd language proogramming annd the computtational theoriies that are im
mplemented in MT.
Statistical MT systems were analyzedd, together witth such conceepts as fuzzy m
matching, mattching propaga
ation,
simultaneoous processingg of multiple-ffile projects, siimultaneous usse of multiple translation meemories, the use
u of
Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point ffiles (.docx, .xxlsx, .pptx), annd XHTML annd HTML appllications, which are
OmegaT ffeatures. Figure 6 displays a snapshot of P
Project # 3 abbout using thee concordancerr tools (Projec
ct #3,
Video file,, 2015).

Figurre 6. Project # 3: Using concoordancer toolss
As displayyed in Figure 6, in project # 3, the particcipants workedd on a video tto define the cconcordancer as
a an
electronic tool which thhey used in laanguage learniing, literary annalysis, corpus linguistics, tterminography
y and
lexicograpphy. The particcipants selectedd some phrasee and displayedd the uses of thhe word or phrrase in the sele
ected
corpus in order to show
w where and hoow often it occurred, and inn what linguisttic contexts it appeared. Figu
ure 7
shows a snnapshot of projject # 4 (Projecct # 4, Video ffile, 2015).
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Figure7. Prroject # 4: Barccodes for creatting a medical guide
As shownn in Figure 7, project # 4 fo
focused on usiing Barcreate software, whiich helps in crreating person
nified
barcodes. The participaants used picttures to createe barcodes. T
The participantts created a m
medical guide that
contained medical infoormation for daily healthcaare. The meddical guide coontained a sppecialized me
edical
dictionary,, videos aboutt medical issuues, websites tto provide meedical news, a bookshelf to link web use
ers to
online librraries and boookstores. Connnecting this m
medical guide to some sociaal networks suuch as Twitterr and
Facebook, the participaants aimed at assimilating ttheir guide meedial informattion. The partticipants used their
medical guuide to discusss MT translatioon databases, aand some of M
MT purposes suuch as dissimillation, assimila
ation,
and inform
mation exchangge. Figure 8 diisplays a snapsshot of project # 5 (Project #55, Video file, 22015).

Figuree8. Project # 5:: Using prototyyper mobile appplication for ddisabled people
Figure 8 shhows that in project # 5, the participants ddeveloped a moobile applicatioon prototype aand uploaded itt into
a website to demonstratee how it operaated. The partiicipants used JJust In Mind P
Prototyper softtware, operatin
ng on
iOS and A
Android platfo
forms, to help blind peoplee use MT in performing daaily tasks. Thhe prototyper, they
developedd allowed volunnteers to connnect with the ddisabled’s mobbile phone to pprovide any heelp. The application
was used smoothly by selecting eithher the word bblind or the w
word volunteeer. The particippants exported
d the
prototype into HTML filles to be able tto upload it intto the web servver. By clickingg View Prototyype, in the web
bsite,
audience ccan review thhe application. In this project, the particcipants discusssed the charaacteristics of mind
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prototyperr software, andd features of H
HTML. Figure 9 represents a snapshot of prroject # 6 (Prooject #6, Video
o file,
2015).

Figure 9. Prooject # 6: A dessperate call: M
MT for culture llearning
In project # 6, the partiicipants createed their own sstory from their own culturee about the relationship betw
ween
parents annd children. Then,
T
they creeated a cartooon movie to ddisplay their sstory using M
MT applications for
English- A
Arabic translattion. In this prroject, the partticipants put innto practice thhe integration if multimedia with
MT system
ms. They discuussed general ttranslation theoories, and the role of linguisstic and compuutational theoriies in
developingg MT architecttures.
5. Discusssion
Comparingg the results of Group A (taught using project-basedd methodologyy), and Groupp B (taught using
u
traditional method) reveealed that the pparticipants’ peerformance in Group A was higher. Table 5 shows the re
esults
statisticallyy.
Table 5. R
Results of tradittional teachingg methods vs. pproject-based m
methods
G
Group A %

Grooup B%

Projecct-based Methoods

Traditionnal methods

Final E
Exam

98

60

38

Researrch Paper

97

62

35

Semesster Project

98

30

38

Classrroom Discussioon and Presenttation

98

33

65

97.75

339.5

58.25

Evaluaation Categoryy

Overall Performancee

Differences %

t final exam
m results of thhe participantss in Group A who taught uusing project-b
based
As shownn in Table 5, the
methodoloogy is 98 % while
w
Group B participants’ percentage is 60% with a ddifference of 38%. The resullts of
research paper is 97% foor group A , annd 62% for grooup B with a ddifference of 335%. The semeester project re
esults
point to 998% for Grouup A and 30%
% for Group B with a diffeerence of 38%
%. The resultss of the classrroom
discussionns and presentaations for Grouup A refer to a difference off 65%. The ovverall performaance of Group
p A is
97.75 whille Group B sccore is 39.5%, with a differeence of 58.25 bbetween the tw
wo groups. Suuch results reve
ealed
the positivve impact of integrating prroject-based teeaching methoodology into m
machine transllation on stud
dents’
performannce. Furthermoore, the two grroup participannts were askedd to respond aggain to the 29 items of the Likert
L
scale quesstionnaire to examine the frequency andd standard deeviation after implementingg the project-b
based
teaching aapproach. A rubric
r
for evaaluating students’ collaboraative skills waas created to evaluate stud
dents’
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teamwork skills. The rubric includes five categories: preparation of the project research; participation;
interpersonal skills; attendance; and communication skills.
The current research quantitative and qualitative data analysis indicated that adopting project-based teaching
methodology, which aims at enhancing students’ higher order cognitive and metacognitive thinking, affects
students’ motivation, cooperative learning, competence, and performance. Watson (2005) discussed the
advantages of project-based and problem-based learning including acquiring knowledge of the subject content,
using appropriate learning resources, and gaining real life skills. Watson argued that the significance of
project-based learning arose from putting learning into action, developing critical thinking, and making the
learning experiences meaningful. Moreover, the multimedia applications that students employ while creating
their projects intensify student’s perception of the abstract ideas of the course they study. Furthermore, Chauncey
and Azevedo (2010) argued that the motivational force in integrating computer-based instruction strengthened
students’ independence and self-management. Computer-based instruction is relevant to MT due to the
application of technology in learning. Ryan and Deci (2000) asserted that technology enhanced intrinsic
motivation, and that intrinsic motivation was derived from the students’ themselves when they were experiencing
deep-level of learning and satisfying their curiosity and explorative thinking. In harmony with this argument,
Katuk, Kim, and Ryu (2013) asserted that those learners’ best experiences occurred when creating stimulating
environments, and raising the challenges to gain knowledge, and acquire refined skills.
The aim of this research study was solving the problems of students who study machine translation for the first
time. Based on the assertion that problem-based teaching techniques are effective in helping students use their
cognitive abilities, integrating project-based teaching methodologies into teaching machine translation could be
an avenue for providing appropriate solutions. Angelo and Shreve (2010) emphasized that understanding the
cognitive processes involved in translation elucidated the complexity of translation tasks. Project-based teaching
approaches, which are based on higher order thinking, are relevant to teaching machine translation. Students
need to understand the concepts of machine translation theories in order to comprehend their applications in
practice. Students should be engaged in projects that help them perceive such a relationship. Therefore, in the
light of the results of the current research, the researcher presents herein the following recommendations. First,
integrating project-based teaching methods into machine translation instruction is important for helping students
be involved in learning activities that require developing their cognitive abilities. Figure 4 displays the
integration process.
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Figure 100. The process of project-based MT teachinng method: Ann integrative model
As seen inn Figure 10, thhe integration oof project-baseed teaching meethodology intto machine traanslation classrroom
consists off six stages. Using MT concepts and termss, teachers enggage students iin creating proojects about various
topics thaat link MT thheories and ppractices. The first stage oof the project is designing the workstattions.
Workstatioons are the teaam settings whhere students aare divided intto groups to w
work cooperativvely. The second is
the apparaatus phase, whiich is the stagee of creating thhe project dataabases. Using M
MT terminology, the third sttep is
the proceddures phase, which
w
refers too the segmentaation and alignnment stage. Inn this stage, students breakd
down
their projeects into small components an
and select the eeducational tecchnology approopriate for eacch project’s purrpose.
The fourthh stage is the acction phase, w
when students pput theory into practice and sset up their plaans to work on their
creative prrojects. Usingg MT terminollogy, the fifth stage is the pphase of locallization, and hhybridization stage.
s
Students ccustomize theirr projects accoording to their ggoals. The sixtth stage is the presentation sstage when stud
dents
use media tools. The sixxth stage is thee evaluation staage which beggins with post eediting, when all teams make use
of feedbacck to improve their projeccts. In this sttage, evaluatioon takes placee through sellf-assessment, peer
evaluationn, and teacher’’s final reportss. In project-bbased teachingg methodologyy, the teacher is the mentor who
guides thee students at evvery step of thheir creating thheir projects. IIn the workstattion integrativve model, prese
ented
herein, stuudents work inn small or largee groups of diifferent ability levels and backgrounds. Thhe teacher beco
omes
facilitator, guide, and coo-learner. The teacher selectts the theme oof inquiry, dessigns the assesssment tools which
w
include rubbrics and portffolios.
The seconnd recommenddation is thatt encouraging students to aassimilate theeir creative prrojects in mac
chine
translationn through holdding seminars, organizing tecchnology exhiibitions, or pubblishing onlinee via visual media,
m
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would motivate students to develop advanced skills in using machine translation in their daily lives. Developing
some of the students’ creative projects in machine translation into further research would help higher institutions
to advance in the field of machine translation.
The third recommendation is to provide professional developments programs for teachers to train them to use
educational technology since technology is an essential component of teaching machine translation.
Fourthly, equipping the translation laboratories with the most sophisticated technology is indispensable in order
to provide adequate training for students. As such, bridging the gap between theory and practice in machine
translation becomes real.
In conclusion, the focus of this quantitative–qualitative research was on the problems and solutions for machine
translation as an academic course at higher education institutions. Data analysis results pointed to the positive
impact of integrating project-based teaching methods into teaching machine translation on students’ performance.
Engaging students in creative projects would not only help them to improve their academic achievements, but
would also play an effective role in developing new tools for automated translation. The discussions on the
research data analysis include content analysis of students’ projects and how they can put machine translation
theories into practice. The review of the literature contains a thorough analysis of previous research on machine
translation and project-based teaching and learning approaches, and the application of educational technology in
the classroom. The contribution of this research is derived from three specific areas: integrating education
research into teaching machine translation to motivate students to improve their performance; employing
educational technology to bridge the gap between theories and practice of machine translation; and providing an
implementation of creative teaching in machine translation through presenting students’ creative projects.
Student’s creative projects presented in this research provide numerous ideas for classroom instruction that is
founded on cognition and constructive knowledge. The integrative teaching model, presented in this research, is
a new approach for solving students’ problems in machine translation.
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